
Venus Alchemy 
Gemini Morning Star 7th Chakra

Releasing Distorted Divine Identity
with Cayelin K Castell and Tami Brunk



Invoking The Rainbow Goddess  

For Divine Feminine Guidance at the Crown Chakra

Beloved Rainbow Goddess of Magic and Mystery

You who are Authentically Living Your True Divine Essence

O Mighty One Aligned with Divine Authority and Divine Guidance

Thank you for Helping me to Release all that is in the way

Of accessing my own inner divine knowing.
.

Thank you for Your Guidance, Support and Assistance 

in helping me Letting Go of what No longer Serves

You who are Filled with the Power of Heaven and Earth

Mighty In Your Message of Playful Creative Expression 

Mighty in Your Willingness to be a Divine Messenger

Thank you for Guiding Me to Release All the Ways 

I feel Stressed, Frustrated, Depressed, Hopeless, and/or Afraid
.

Great Wise and Powerful Goddess of Sacred Play

Guide me in wise inspired actions that further Radiant Health and Wellbeing 

Releasing all the Habits and Behavior Patterns that leave me feeling 

Exhausted, Out of Balance, Uninspired, Critical of Myself and Others

Help me to release the burden of all the ways I do not fully

Trust Myself, Know Myself, or Remember My True Divine Inheritance

Thank You For Your Assistance In This Potent Journey of Surrender and Release

It is Done, It is So and I Give Thanks! Blessed BE! ©Venus Alchemy



1st Gate/7th Chakra 
Removing the Crown Chakra

Overview

• Introduction
• Breakouts
• Gemini Coyote Meta Goddess
• Dismantling Old Stories
• Heroines Journey
• Night Sky Magic
• Release at the Crown Chakra
• Celebrating our Weirdness
• Home Play

©Venus Alchemy



Getting to Know One Another
Break Out Questions

Introduce Yourself and where 
you live.

Share what drew you to this 
journey and what you hope 
to get out of it?

©Venus Alchemy



This Initiatory Journey is About:
• Understanding the Importance of Healthy 

Creative Expression where everyone is 
equally valued for their unique 
contribution

• Learning more about the value of 
creative play

• Knowing self through service to the divine

• Learning how to see the humor in the 
darkest most challenging places

• Releasing the pain of hierarchy, 
domination and power over

• Recognizing we can accomplish far more 
through creative play than seriously 
following human rules

©Venus Alchemy



June 10, 2020
10 Gemini

Oct 30, 2026 
27 Libra

.

November 01, 2018
29 Libra

January 15, 2022
15 Capricorn

Heliacal Rise of Venus Retrograde

August 19, 2023
17 Leo

March 29, 2025
29 Pisces 

March 31, 2017 
1 Aries
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Gemini Meta Goddess Coyote Medicine
In times of great authoritarian control and power-
over paradigms Gemini medicine is needed to 
wake up, claim our personal and collective power, 
and choose a new and untried path forward. 

Gemini is of the people and for the people, never 
bowing to authority or the status quo. The Gemini 
Meta Goddess awakens within us wily, wise coyote 
wisdom, knowing how to subvert and turn on its 
head any and all power-over dynamics and control 
dramas.

Aided by Mars in Aries and Pluto Square Eris 
through much of her Morning Star Phase, she is a 
rebel truth teller, exposing lies, corruption and 
falsity - whether it lives inside or outside us!

She is Coyote Woman, Trickster, Heyoka, turning an 
Upside World Right Side Up Again, Unwinding the 
UnFair-Y Tale of Separation into a True Story of 
Togetherness.



Coyote Wisdom for Perilous Times
The Gemini Meta Goddess awakens within us 
Coyote wisdom, teaching us about resilience,
adaptability, wildness and the balance between
sovereignty and interconnectedness—as well as
how to flourish in times of change.

• Coyote thrive in every environment across 
North America from the furthest wilderness 
to great cities including  NYC, LA, and Chicago

• When ranchers try to exterminate coyote 
with poison and by other means, coyote 
produce larger litters to compensate 

• No matter how difficult life is they always sing - each their own song, and together - often as 
an elaborate form of greeting and celebrating the return of their members 

• They are extremely loyal, mating for life

• They are both sovereign and collectivist, gregarious and solitary

• Coyote are sacred to many Native Americans seen as the “holy fool,” trickster, or contrary



Gemini Venus Cycle 
Dismantling The Old Stories Limiting Freedom
As an In Service to Spirit or Mutable sign, The 
Rainbow Sky Woman has been limited in her 
expression over the past 5000 years of Patriarchy.

This Gemini Venus Cycle is an opportunity to 
personally and collectively encounter and 
dismantle the old story at the heart of our Current 
Culture and begin creating a New Story that serves
us now and the future Generations.

The Old Story May Include:
• Creativity for women is primarily through 

childbirth
• Hard Work is the only thing that has value 

Play and Fun are frivolous 
• Survival of the Fittest vs. Co-creation and 

Collaboration as a Thriving Skill
• Using Planet Earth, the Feminine, and the 

Indigenous as an Extractive Resource ©Venus Alchemy



Seeing Our Life through the Heroine’s Journey (healing story 
for men to accomplish the Sacred Marriage as well)
“Women don’t need to make 
the journey. In the whole 
mythological journey, the 
woman is there. All she has to 
do is realize that she’s the 
place that people are trying to 
get to.” – Joseph Campbell

The Heroine’s journey does 
not end with glory and 
accomplishments… it is not 
complete until S/He 
accomplishes integration of 
her inner polarity.

Men, too, can realize the 
aspect of themselves that was 
always there, waiting for him 
to recognize her - and in so 
doing, become whole.



Galactic Cross

Venus Stationed Retrograde
Near the star Elnath
Marking the  horn of the Bulls

Venus Direct returning 
to be within 5 degrees 

of Aldebaran

Venus stationed direct 
June 24 having traveled 
about 16 degrees back 
across the sky shifting 
from Evening Sky to 

Morning Sky



June 10, 2020 at 5:20 am
Tucson, Arizona

Pleiades

July 11 Venus Returns to Aldebaran
within range from May 30 to Jul 22 



Aldebaran - One of 4 Royal Stars or 
Guardians of Heaven, Watcher of the East

• Is in the asterism known as the Hyades to the 
Greeks - the daughters of Atlas and Aethra

• The Hyades are half sisters to the Pleiades

• Planets within 6 to 10 degrees amplify the 
transmission of Aldebaran’s light codes to our 
conscious awareness. 

• Also known as the Calf, the Red Deer, the sow, 
the ox, God’s eye, Buddha’s eye, Star of Ascent 
(see symbol Kabbalistic below) 

• “the Leading Star of Stars” because in 
antiquity all star longitudes were measured 
from it or from its opposite, Antares. 

• A light portal to the mysteries of the mind

Venus is within in 6 degrees 
of Aldebaran until July 22

And 10 degrees until July 27

This is the magical hermetic 
kabbalistic symbol for Aldebaran 

by Cornelius Agrippa from his 
book ”Occult Philosophy" 

published in 1533





Pleiades

Aldebaran







Pleiades

Sacred Hoop of Stars

Apr 03 Venus with Pleiades
Jun 09 Venus with Aldebaran
June 20 Sun Eclipse on Cross
July 11 Venus with Aldebaran
July 16/17 First Gate/Crown
July 31 Venus with Elnath
Aug 05 Venus with North Node
Aug 07 Venus on the Cross
Sep 01 Venus exits the Hoop

Zero Cancer

Plane of Galaxy

Venus Moon 
August 13 
at 6 Cancer Venus Moon 

July 16/17
at 13 Gemini

c

c



The High Man

The Twins

The Bull



The Lakota Saw 
The Sacred Hoop

Mirrored in the Black Hills



White Buffalo Calf Woman’s buckskin dress 
was decorated with sacred designs in 
rainbow-colored porcupine quills.
.

Painting by https://www.mccarolyn.com/white-
buffalo-calf-woman

White Buffalo Calf Woman Prophecy 
and The Sacred Hoop

White Buffalo Calf Woman gave the Lakota the 
gift of the sacred pipe and taught the people the 
seven sacred ways to pray. 

She told the people she would return to at a 
time of great shift and transformation, as the 
harbinger of a new and enlightened era 
restoring peace and harmony.

She then rolled upon the earth four times, 
changing color each time and turned into a 
white buffalo calf before she disappeared. (The 
four colors of the four directions in the Sacred 
Hoop)

As she left, great herds of buffalo surrounded 
the camps. 

When a white buffalo calf is born, it is a sign to 
the people their prayers are being heard and 
that the promises of the prophecy are being 
fulfilled.

https://www.mccarolyn.com/white-buffalo-calf-woman


On August 20, 1994, a white buffalo calf (not an albino) named Miracle was born in Janesville, 
Wisconsin, believed to be first white buffalo calf since 1933. The birth of Miracle was a sign of
the impending fulfillment of the legends, bringing hope and peace to all nations and all people.
.

White Buffalo births are extremely rare occurring approximately one out of every 10 million 
births. In the USA there was a time when there were less than 500 buffalo left meaning the 
chances of a white buffalo birth were 610 million to one. 

Since 1994 there have been many more white buffalo born in the United States and even in 
Europe. A ranch in Oregon (formerly Flagstaff, Arizona) now has around 20 White Buffalo



Cree, Hopi, Zuni, Cherokee and other Native American Tribes
tell of the Rainbow prophecy referring to the keepers of the 
legends, rituals, and other myths that will return to help 
restore the health of the Earth.

The Warriors of the Rainbow will help unite all people creating a New World of justice, 
peace, and freedom.

They will reteach the values and knowledge that has been lost in time, demonstrating 
how to have wisdom and extra-perception, and how unity, harmony, and love is the only 
way forward.

• Rainbow Goddesses
• Rainbow Light Body
• Whirling Rainbow Prophecy 

and Rainbow Warriors
• Rainbow Serpent
• Rainbow Dragon
• ???



There will come a day when people of all races, colors, and creeds will put aside 
their differences. They will come together in love, joining hands in unification, to 
heal the Earth and all Her children. They will move over the Earth like a great 
Whirling Rainbow, bringing peace, understanding and healing everywhere they go. 
Many creatures thought to be extinct or mythical will resurface at this time; the 
great trees that perished will return almost overnight. All living things will flourish, 
drawing sustenance from the breast of our Mother, the Earth.

The great spiritual Teachers who walked the Earth and taught the basics of the 
truths of the Whirling Rainbow Prophecy will return and walk amongst us once 
more, sharing their power and understanding with all. We will learn how to see and 
hear in a sacred manner. Men and women will be equals in the way Creator 
intended them to be; all children will be safe anywhere they want to go. Elders will 
be respected and valued for their contributions to life. Their wisdom will be sought 
out. The whole Human race will be called The People and there will be no more war, 
sickness or hunger forever. 

~ Navajo-Hopi Prophecy of the Whirling Rainbow

A promise for peace and unity in the future, the Whirling Rainbow Prophecy will come to 
pass during the time of the White Buffalo. When this happens, all living things – including 
animals that have gone extinct – will flourish and we will all live and prosper as one united 
group of people.



Release at the Crown Chakra 
Offering it to the Gemini Meta Goddess

The Gemini Meta Goddess is FREE to believe 
what is true in her heart. She hands her 
authority over to NO one. 

Questions For Morning Star Gemini
at the Crown Chakra

• To whom have I given the authority
to create the story of my life and 
world and what would it take to 
free myself from that authority now?  

• Where have I given others the 
authority to limit or shut down my 
most enjoyable and fun creative 

expression and what would it take to free 
myself from that outer authority now?



Saying YES! to your Weirdness 
Ted Talk by JP Sears author of “How To Be Ultra 

Spiritual,” Published by Sounds March 7th, 2017. 

• The disease to try and fit in or be normal affects 

90% of people - the other 10% are in denial

• A Gemini Humor Approach to celebrating our 

weirdness (uniqueness) Being Weird is what 

makes you – YOU

• Being Normal is how we reject ourselves – you 

don’t get any of me because I don’t bring me to 

the table. The cure for normal is your weirdness

• Your purpose is to give yourself permission to be 

the miracle you are – your unique weirdness

• Weirdness is actually a great asset bridging with 

our authenticity

• Taking action on finding the courage to say YES! 

to weirdness enhances meaning and fulfillment 

See Video Link on Class page!

JP Sears is an emotional healing 

coach, YouTuber, author, international 

teacher, speaker at events, world 

traveler, and curious student of life. 

His work empowers people to live 

more meaningful lives.



Home	Play
• Venus Altar
• Venus Journal
• Morning Star Buddy Check-In
• Ceremony With Venus & Moon 

in Morning Sky
• Meta Goddess Questions 
• Tami - Chakras Meditation
• Cayelin - Guided Meditation 

Releasing the Crown Chakra
• Introduce yourself (if you haven’t already) 

on Facebook or send us an email and 
we will post it for you.

Name
What Brought Me To This Venus Class
What My Intent IS For This Cycle

©Venus Alchemy



Home Play for Venus in Gemini at the Crown Chakra
We have 19 months to tell a NEW STORY 
about ourselves. Let’s start by looking at 
our current story. 
.

In your Venus Journal, begin writing a 
simple children’s story about your life, 
exploring the following elements:

• Who am I as the main character? 
(sketch yourself! Make up a new 
name for yourself!)

• Who are the other leading characters 
in my story? (give them new names 
and identities!)

• What is the current setting of my story? (see it through new eyes!)

• What is the general plot of my story so far? (you get to choose your focus!)

• What is the conflict I am seeking to resolve in my story over the next 19 months? 
How does this involve integration of unexpressed aspects of myself?



Additional Information And Resources

Be sure to add infovenusalchemy@gmail.com
to your friends list so class emails don’t land 
in your spam box.
.

Astrolabe - Cast a FREE Natal Chart http://alabe.com/freechart/
.
Cayelin’s Venus Package Password to Access the Page VenusMagic8x8
https://venusalchemy.com/venus-overview/

Please do not share any of the Content in this Series with anyone outside of 
the Class
.
Tami’s Meet Your Grandmother Guides and Chakra Meditation

Venus and Sky Temple Audios are also on the Class Page 

mailto:info@venusalchemy.com
http://alabe.com/freechart/
https://venusalchemy.com/venus-overview/

